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1. ‘Where is Ramesh ’ ? ‘He is in the garden. He …………………( water ) the plants now.
1) Waters 2) watering 3) is watering 4) was watering.

2. “When I woke up in the middle of the night, the light was on. I …….have forgotten to turn it off ’.
1) Could 2) must 3)should 4) might

3. ……….Coramandal Express derailed in Orissa.
1) A 2) The 3) An 4) No article.

4. She walks like …………queen.
1) A 2) The 3) An 4) No article.

5. They said “Hurrah! We have won the match”
1) They exclaimed with joy that they had won the match
2) They exclaimed with joy that we had won the match
3) They exclaimed with that they had won the match
4) They exclaimed  that they won the match

6. He said that  he would do his best
1) He said , “ He shall do my best “
2) He said , “ I shall do my best “
3) He said , “ He will do my best “
4) He said , “ I would do my best “

7. Her husband will take her to the doctor.
1) She would be taken to the doctor by her husband.
2) She is taken by her husband to the doctor.
3) She will be taken to the doctor by her husband.
4) She is being taken to the doctor by her husband.

8. Please help me (change in to passive voice).
1) You are request to help me.
2) Please I help you.
3) You are ordered to help me.
4) You are suggested to help me.

9. A business letter is generally
1) Long & personal 3) brief and personal
2) Long & impersonal 4) brief and  impersonal

10. The abbreviation of P.S is………….
1) Post school 2) past script 3) post script 4) none
11. Poor Ranga! He has been ………for promotion in his office.

1) Passing down 2) pass out 3) passing over 4)passing away
12. Indentify the silent letter in the word “ rhythm “

1) h 2)  r 3) t 4) m
13. Supply missing letter.   End……….,………vour

1) ea 2) ae 3) ie 4) ei
14. They have been preparing for the program me……….Friday
1) For 2)  from 3) since 4) at
15. The cat jumped …………..the rat

1) In 2) in to 3) on 4) upon
16. N.T.R was a famous actor (identify the part of speech of the underlined word

1) Noun 2) pronoun 3) adjective 4)adverb
17. I gave him a pen.

1) Conjunction 2) interjection 3) adjective 4) preposition
18. Identify the wrongly spelt word.
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1) Horrified 2) bonafied 3) mummified 4) qualified
19. Establishment is a………………..word

1) Mono syllabic 2) disyllabic 3) tri syllabic 4) polysyllabic
20. Vatican is the smallest country in the world. ( change in positive degree)

1) Vatican is one of the smallest countries in the world
2) Vatican is small than another country in the world
3) No other country in the world is so small as Vatican.
4) Very few countries in the world are as small as Vatican

21. /h   : n t I d /
1) Hunted 2) hundred 3) haunted 4) hatred

22. /V I d 3 Il /
1) Whistle 2) vigil 30 wrestle 40 vase

23. Your friend has become care less in his driving. You think this is wrong.( which of the following you 
would choose to express the idea.)

1)    You can’t be careless in your driving            2) You won’t be  careless in your driving                          3You 
may not be careless in your driving       4) You shouldn’t be careless in your driving

24. Ramu asked his classmate, “Would you lend me your pen “? This is a……………
1) Request 2) suggestion 3) order 4) offer

25. This soldier lost leg in the war; he is now a…………………..
1) Paralytic 2) spastic 3) amnesiac 4) cripple

26. Arjun’s mother is an Orthopaedician. The under lined word mean.
1) A Heart specialist 2) an eye specialist 3) a bone specialist 4) a child specialist

27. Melee ( synonym )
1) Challenge 2) fight 3) order 4) disorder

28. Chaos ( Antonym ) 
1) Voluptuous 2) simplicity 3) awning 4) symmetry

29. Some of you should help me in completing this work………?
1) Should you? 2) shouldn’t they? 3) shouldn’t you? 4) shouldn’t he?

30. All of them attended the programme,……………?
1) Don’t they? 2) Didn’t they? 3) do they? 4) didn’t he?

31. He is honest so I like him. ( change in to complex )
1) He is honest therefore I like him 3) as he is honest I like him
2) Despite of honesty I like him. 4) I like him because he is honest.

32. Fire is a good servant but a bad master. (change in to complex sentence )
1) Fire is a good servant yet a bad master.
2) Fire is a good servant therefore a bad master.
3) Even fire is good servant yet a bad master
4) Though fire is a good servant, it is a bad master.

33. Identify the number of syllables in the word gorgeous
1) 1 2) 2 3) 3 4) 4

Passage

              One of the most mysterious, best-preserved, least known and most remarkable archaeological spectacles 
in the world is the immense complex of geometrical symbols, giant ground-drawings of birds and animals, and 
hundreds of long, ruler-straight lines, some right across mountains, which stretch over 1200 square miles of the 
table lands at Nazca. It was first revealed to modern eyes in 1926 when three explores looked down on the desert 
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from a hillside at dusk and briefly saw a Nazca line highlighted by the low slanting rays of the sun. But it was not 
until the Peruvian air force took aerial photographs in the 1940s that the full magnificence of the panorama was 
apparent. It was as if a dozen deserted airports were spread out across the plains. Hundreds of what looked like
‘landing strips’ for air craft were revealed. Among the many abstract patterns were giant spiders, a monkey, a 
shark, reptiles and flowers, all drawn on the ground on a huge scale?

34.The ‘ remarkable archaeological spectacles ’ described in the passage are
1)Geometrical symbols 3)  Nazca table lands
2)Huge ground drawings 4)  deserted airports

35.The initial view of the spectacle was not clear because
1)It was seen from a hillside 3) It was seen in the evening
2) It was seen from aircrafts 4) it was offset by rays of the sun.

36.The aerial photographs
1)Failed to reveal anything significant about the spectacle
2)Revealed a distorted view of the spectacle
3)Revealed as much as was already known about the spectacle
4)Revealed the full magnificence of the spectacle

37.In the passage, the spectacle has been compared with
1)Out-of –use airports 3) tablelands
20Animals and flowers 4) hills and mountains

38.The spectacle presented abstract images of
1)Human beings 3) landing strips
2)Hills and mountains 4) birds, animals and flowers

39.Identify the correct sentence
1)Ramu is clever wise and honest boy.
2)Ramu is clever, wise, honest boy.
3)Ramu is clever, wise and, honest boy.
4)Ramu is clever, wise and honest boy.

40.After an exclamatory sentence we should use.
1) , 2)   . 3)   ? 4)!

Key

1) 3 2)    2 3)   2 4) 1 5)   1 6) 2

7) 3 8)  1 9)  4 10) 3  11) 3 12)  1

13)  1 14)  1 15) 4 16)  3 17)  3 18)  2

19) 4 20) 3 21) 3 22) 2 23)4 24) 1

25)  4 26) 3 27) 4 28) 4 29) 3 30) 2

31) 3 32) 4 33) 2 34) 3 35) 3 36) 4

37) 1 38) 4 39)  4                 40) 4
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1. ‘Where is Ramesh ’ ? ‘He is in the garden. He …………………( water ) the plants now.


1) Waters

2) watering
3) is watering
4) was watering.


2. “When I woke up in the middle of the night, the light was on. I …….have forgotten to turn it off ’.


1) Could

2) must

3)should

4) might


3. ……….Coramandal Express derailed in Orissa.


1) A

2) The

3) An

4) No article.


4. She walks like …………queen.


1) A

2) The

3) An

4) No article.


5. They said “Hurrah! We have won the match”


1) They exclaimed with joy that they had won the match


2) They exclaimed with joy that we had won the match


3) They exclaimed with that they had won the match


4) They exclaimed  that they won the match


6. He said that  he would do his best


1) He said , “ He shall do my best “


2) He said , “ I shall do my best “


3) He said , “ He will do my best “


4) He said , “ I would do my best “


7. Her husband will take her to the doctor.


1) She would be taken to the doctor by her husband.


2) She is taken by her husband to the doctor.


3) She will be taken to the doctor by her husband.


4) She is being taken to the doctor by her husband.


8. Please help me (change in to passive voice).


1) You are request to help me.


2) Please I help you.


3) You are ordered to help me.


4) You are suggested to help me.


9. A business letter is generally


1) Long & personal


3) brief and personal



2) Long & impersonal


4) brief and  impersonal


10. The abbreviation of P.S is………….


1) Post school
2) past script
3) post script
4) none


11. Poor Ranga! He has been ………for promotion in his office.


1) Passing down
2) pass out

3) passing over
4)passing away


12.  Indentify the silent letter in the word “ rhythm “


1) h


2)  r


3) t


4) m


13. Supply missing letter.   End……….,………vour


1) ea

2) ae

3) ie


4) ei


14. They have been preparing for the program me……….Friday


1) For

2)  from 

3) since
4) at


15. The cat jumped …………..the rat


1) In 

2) in to

3) on

4) upon


16. N.T.R was a famous actor (identify the part of speech of the underlined word


1) Noun
2) pronoun
3) adjective

4)adverb


17. I gave him a pen.


1) Conjunction
2) interjection

3) adjective
4) preposition


18. Identify the wrongly spelt word.


1) Horrified

2) bonafied

3) mummified

4) qualified


19. Establishment is a………………..word


1) Mono syllabic
2) disyllabic

3) tri syllabic

4) polysyllabic


20. Vatican is the smallest country in the world. ( change in positive degree)


1) Vatican is one of the smallest countries in the world


2) Vatican is small than another country in the world


3) No other country in the world is so small as Vatican.


4) Very few countries in the world are as small as Vatican


21. /h  : n t I d /


1) Hunted

2) hundred
3) haunted

4) hatred


22. /V I d 3 Il /


1) Whistle

2) vigil

30 wrestle

40 vase


23. Your friend has become care less in his driving. You think this is wrong.( which of the following you would choose to express the idea.)


1)    You can’t be careless in your driving            2) You won’t be  careless in your driving                          3You may not be careless in your driving       4) You shouldn’t be careless in your driving


24. Ramu asked his classmate, “Would you lend me your pen “? This is a……………


1) Request

2) suggestion

3) order
4) offer


25. This soldier lost leg in the war; he is now a…………………..


1) Paralytic

2) spastic

3) amnesiac
4) cripple


26. Arjun’s mother is an Orthopaedician. The under lined word mean.


1) A Heart specialist
2) an eye specialist
3) a bone specialist
4) a child specialist


27. Melee ( synonym )


1) Challenge

2) fight


3) order

4) disorder


28. Chaos ( Antonym ) 


1) Voluptuous

2) simplicity

3) awning 

4) symmetry


29. Some of you should help me in completing this work………?


1) Should you?
2) shouldn’t they?
3) shouldn’t you?
4) shouldn’t he?


30. All of them attended the programme,……………?


1) Don’t they?

2) Didn’t they?
3) do they?

4) didn’t he?


31. He is honest so I like him. ( change in to complex )


1) He is honest therefore I like him
3) as he is honest I like him


2) Despite of honesty I like him. 
4) I like him because he is honest.


32. Fire is a good servant but a bad master. (change in to complex sentence )


1) Fire is a good servant yet a bad master.


2) Fire is a good servant therefore a bad master.


3) Even fire is good servant yet a bad master


4) Though fire is a good servant, it is a bad master.


33. Identify the number of syllables in the word gorgeous


1) 1

2) 2

3) 3


4) 4



Passage



              One of the most mysterious, best-preserved, least known and most remarkable archaeological spectacles in the world is the immense complex of geometrical symbols, giant ground-drawings of birds and animals, and hundreds of long, ruler-straight lines, some right across mountains, which stretch over 1200 square miles of the table lands at Nazca. It was first revealed to modern eyes in 1926 when three explores looked down on the desert from a hillside at dusk and briefly saw a Nazca line highlighted by the low slanting rays of the sun. But it was not until the Peruvian air force took aerial photographs in the 1940s that the full magnificence of the panorama was apparent. It was as if a dozen deserted airports were spread out across the plains. Hundreds of what looked like ‘landing strips’ for air craft were revealed. Among the many abstract patterns were giant spiders, a monkey, a shark, reptiles and flowers, all drawn on the ground on a huge scale?


34.The ‘ remarkable archaeological spectacles ’ described in the passage are


1)Geometrical symbols


3)  Nazca table lands


2)Huge ground drawings


4)  deserted airports


35.The initial view of the spectacle was not clear because


1)It was seen from a hillside


3) It was seen in the evening


2) It was seen from aircrafts


4) it was offset by rays of the sun.


36.The aerial photographs


1)Failed to reveal anything significant about the spectacle


2)Revealed a distorted view of the spectacle


3)Revealed as much as was already known about the spectacle


4)Revealed the full magnificence of the spectacle


37.In the passage, the spectacle has been compared with


1)Out-of –use airports

3) tablelands


20Animals and flowers

4) hills and mountains


38.The spectacle presented abstract images of


1)Human beings
3) landing strips


2)Hills and mountains
4) birds, animals and flowers


39.Identify the correct sentence


1)Ramu is clever  wise and honest boy.


2)Ramu is clever, wise, honest boy.


3)Ramu is clever, wise and, honest boy.


4)Ramu is clever, wise and honest boy.

40.After an exclamatory sentence we should use.


1) ,
2)   .

3)   ?

4)!



Key



 1) 3

2)    2

3)   2

 4) 1

5)   1

 6) 2




7) 3

8)  1

9)  4

10) 3  

11) 3

12)  1




13)  1

14)  1

15) 4

16)  3

17)  3

18)  2




19) 4

20) 3

21) 3

22) 2

23)4

24) 1




25)  4

26) 3

27) 4

28) 4

29) 3

30) 2




31) 3

32) 4

33) 2

34) 3

35) 3

36) 4




37) 1

38) 4

39)  4                 40) 4




